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It’s almost Halloween! Today’s ‘Halloween

Day’ has been a hugely successful event,

with bananas, 70’s chicks and Star Wars

characters roaming the HSD grounds! And

all for a good cause: funds raised are

supporting Maggie’s, a charity dedicated

to providing cancer support and care

facilities. Meanwhile, at home, pumpkins

have been carved and illuminate

doorways, their unblinking eyes casting

eerie shadows.  Although guising will be a

little different this year, with the

government’s guidance encouraging

citizens NOT to go door-to-door in search

of sweets, there’s no need for the

Halloween spirit to fizzle out - why not

have a pumpkin carving contest with your

family, or experiment with some face-

paint/makeup to create a truly gruesome

look! Look at new ways to celebrate, and

make this Halloween as good as (if not

better than!) all of the others.  

Editor, Malavikha Sudarshan
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Anna Dalglish
With the clocks changing last weekend, and the nights getting darker, you may be more likely

to spot a bat flying around at night. Brown long-eared bats are among the most common of

the 18 species of bats in the UK. They are also the most distinctive, with long brown ears that

make up around 75% of their body length. The best time to spot a brown long-eared bat is >> 
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>> just after sunset when they are leaving their roosts, such as trees and old buildings, to go

out and hunt. Their diet mainly consists of spiders, moths, beetles, earwigs and flies.

Sometimes, they will catch these insects in flight using echolocation calls. Brown long-eared

bats have been known to live as long as 22 years, but the majority usually live around 4 years,

with their major predators being birds of prey and domestic cats.

Recently we have seen the emergence of some great new music as

artists venture out of their hiding places following lockdown, all

having written and recorded albums-worth of songs. In this past

month alone we’ve heard a range of new tunes, from the energetic

‘Heart of Glass’ cover by Miley Cyrus or the slow and chilled beats of

Zayn Malik’s ‘Better.’ However, one you may be brushing past is the

newly released single by Harry Styles. Harry Styles is a name we’ve

heard constantly over the last 10 years, as he rose to fame with his

bandmates from One Direction. However, when the band announced

their hiatus in 2015, fans were left devastated, until Harry released his

first ever single ‘Sign of the Times’ followed by his solo album in early

2017 and began the boys’ successful solo careers. His music has taken

the world by storm and he is currently sitting at 20th ‘most listened to’

Spotify artist in the world. On Monday, due to popular demand, Styles

released one of his songs from his critically acclaimed album ‘Fine

Line’, as a single, whilst also providing an accompanying music video.

The fan-favourite is titled ‘Golden’ and with its catchy tune and

upbeat tone it’s obvious to see why it’s captured the hearts of many

Harry fans. 

But, despite the seemingly uplifting tune, Styles’ lyrics hold a much

darker meaning with the song focusing on Harry’s struggles along the

journey of finding himself. ‘Golden’ also features references to the

person who waited for and helped him to get to the state of self-

acceptance that he feels now. 

The song, accompanied by the music video of a carefree Harry

running through the empty streets of the beautiful town of Maiori on

the Amalfi Coast at sunset, is both exhilarating and exciting. Harry

recently stated that the single reminded him of “driving down the

coast, that is what the song is for. It feels so Malibu to me,” and with

Styles’ lyrics creating this sense of freedom and youth, I can’t help but

completely agree. So next time you hear ‘Golden’ being played on the

radio stations, instead of just listening idly, turn it up a bit, and I

promise it will make you smile.
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Things for many of us are quite tough

right now, in a variety of aspects.

Whilst, unfortunately not all of the

problems in our lives are in our control,

something we can do to stay positive,

is focus in on the small good things

that we do still have. Each week I’m

going to share 5 positive things which

we can try think about, instead of

ruminating on the less cheery things

that might be going on.  

This week’s five positive things: 

1) Brodie’s tiffin exists.

2) Somewhere in the world, somebody

is having the best day of their life.

Maybe their child’s just been born, or

they’ve just gotten their dream job. It

could be absolutely anything, but it’s a

nice thought that at least someone

out there is having a great time :) 

3) From Sunday we can start listening

to our Christmas playlists� (which is

my personal favourite positive thing

from this week!) 

4) Ariana Grande’s new album

‘positions’ is being released today! 

5) This is the most random thing - but

the occasional feeling of walking up

the Bonar stairs and not being out of

breath is unbeatable ;) 

These are 5 incredibly random things

to be happy about. But these days, in

the madness and chaos of 2020, that’s

exactly what we need. Just little bits of

hope and positivity - no matter how

minuscule or bizarre - to remind us

that there is still good and joy in the

world.

When was the last time you visited your local
library? For me, that would be two years ago. But,
that is not acceptable: our generation’s literacy is
the worst in the developed world. Britain is the
only nation in which the literacy scores of the
youngest age group (16-19) are lower than that of
the oldest (55-65). That oldest generation, who
had access to highly-funded libraries run by
professional librarians while growing up, rank third
in the world for literacy. Despite our government’s
commitment to make libraries ‘the go-to provider
of digital access, training, and support for local
communities’, libraries have lost £25million in
funding – in the past year.  But we’re in a
pandemic! But we’re trying to stop a recession! But
everything is online! So why has the number of
public  libraries in China increased by 8.4% this
year? Because in the early 2000s, the Chinese
government made a rather unsurprising discovery:
those who read, create. What do those who are at
the fore-front of innovation have in common? As
children, they devoured books.  So yes, we are
living through a pandemic. It will lead to a
recession. But the best way to boost our economy
is not through spending billions on the National
Citizen Service, or saving money by allowing
children to starve. We need to refund our libraries:
every £1 invested in public libraries returns
between £5.50 – £7.50. >>
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The US election will take place on November 3rd 2020, and with only a week left till

the official vote, tensions are heightening as the two candidates go head to head. 

This year, there has been a record number of people opting to postal vote than usual,

with over 65 million people having already cast their vote. Many of the states have

different rules about voting by mail: there are 10 states that will send out a ‘voting by

mail’ slip to everyone; in 35 other states, you have to request a form, and in the other 5

states you have to have a valid excuse not to vote in person (COVID-19 does not count

as a valid excuse, apparently(!?!)). 

The US uses the Electoral College system, which means that basically, the “winner

takes all”. 

Every state has a different number of points, (e.g California has 55 electoral votes

however Utah only has 6) these are all added up and the party with the most points

wins the Presidency. As of 27th October, the polls suggest that Biden is going to win

with 275 points, over Trump’s prediction of 125. 

However, as we have seen in other elections, these estimates can be inaccurate: in

2016, Clinton was predicted to win with 48% of the total vote, and Trump to lose with

46%. 

At the end of the day, the result of the election is largely determined by the swing

states. These are states that are assigned a high number electoral points, as they don’t

particularly vote strongly for either party, so have the potential to “swing” either way.

States such as Florida, Nevada and Virginia are all swing states and ultimately have 

 major authority in deciding the future of the country.                                                            

>>  We need to retrain librarians to teach people to be successful again.
We need to rebuild the structures that allowed the most needy to learn;

families who can’t afford books, illiterate adults unable to even apply for a
job, immigrants trying to learn English, the elderly struggling with

technology – all disproportionately benefit from library services.  In the
words of R. David Lankes, ‘great libraries build communities’. So let them.
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   There aren’t enough words to describe the extent of my love for Oscar Wilde. People who

know me will tell you how my initial interest in his plays and life have now transformed

into a complete obsession. From witty plays such as ‘The Importance of Being Earnest’ to

short stories such as ‘The Nightingale and the Rose’, Wilde was a fantastic writer, although

controversy was not unknown to him. He was born in Dublin in 1854 and later studied at

Oxford University, which propelled him into the world of journalism, where he started his

career editing the magazine, ‘The Woman’s World’, in 1887. In each edition of the

magazine, there would be 2 pieces of fiction written by Wilde himself, kindling his passion

for writing. After stepping down as editor in 1889, Wilde wrote short stories for magazines,

producing the likes of ‘The Happy Prince and Other Tales’. He then went on to write his

novel ‘The Picture of Dorian Gray’, which one reviewer described as being “Arguably

literature's greatest study of shallowness, vanity, casual cruelty and hedonistic selfishness”.

However, at the time,Wilde was criticised profusely for the novel’s moralistic deviancy and

its subtle hints at homosexual nature, which offended the ideology and beliefs of Victorian

society. After the enormous scandal, Wilde toned down any apparent references to

homosexuality in all of his work, in order to regain societal acceptance and critical success

in his future writing. Having said that, instead of removing these supposedly offensive

references completely, Wilde simply used a different type of language, one that only

homosexuals would understand. By doing this, Wilde was not only able to stay true to his

own self but was able to include inconspicuous phrases and words that secretly mocked

those who were oblivious to his culture. One example of this pushed Wilde’s trust in

Victorian society’s ignorance to the limits. >>

I’ve never really admired those who are celebrities nowadays, as much as I

do celebrities from the past; which is why I wanted to be able to share the

stories of inspiring icons, whether they were from the 20th century or the

16th century, as they are all equally as influential and admirable in their own

ways.
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>> His most famous comedy-of-manners, ‘The Importance

of Being Earnest’ is a light-hearted play which pokes fun

at those in the upper classes of society, and the idea of

being earnest (truthful), is a theme that flows right

throughout the play. But the term ‘Earnest’, is another

word for homosexual, so Wilde essentially wrote a play

during a period in which homosexuals were condemned

entitled ‘The Importance of Being Homosexual’. Now

what an uproar that would have caused! 

Of course, there are a great deal more references in his

writing, but it would be practically impossible to find

them all. Although he achieved great success, in 1895 he

was imprisoned for ‘gross indecency’ after it was revealed

he had been having an affair with Lord Alfred “Bosie”

Douglas, a young man who was considerably younger

than Wilde. He was subjected to 2 years of hard labour,

which had a severe impact upon his health. In my

opinion, his finest and most evocative piece of writing was

one he produced while imprisoned, ‘De Profundis’, a soul-

stirring love letter to Bosie in which Wilde declares that

they can never meet again. After being released from

prison in 1897, Wilde moved to Paris, never to return to

the UK. Temptation, however, took hold of Wilde, and he

met with Bosie for a final time, but they parted ways after

only a few months, due to threats from their families to

cut off their funds. Tragically, Wilde developed meningitis

and passed away on the 30th of November 1900 in Paris. I

think the most important thing to take away from Wilde’s

story is his life of self-discovery and resilience. When faced

with the criticism of his writing, he didn’t do the expected

and change himself to please Victorian standards, he

stayed true to himself, even if it was in a convoluted way.

Mocking his critics may have not been the best route to

take, but in a way, we should all be like Oscar Wilde,

taking ownership of who we are and not letting people’s

opinions of us alter us in any way.

EDITOR’S NOTE
All this discussion

about libraries and

famed playwrights

has reminded me

that the school

library is now open!

Operating on a new

click-and-collect

system, Mrs Lloyd-

Wiggins has ensured

that pupils and staff

can still manage to

slot in their nightly

reading, by

borrowing a physical

book, or even an 

 ebook from the

generous selection

available on the

digital library (I did

enjoy using this

facility, but I have to

admit, nothing

compares to

thumbing the pages

of an actual book, so

catch me in the

click-and-collect

queue!) 

happy
halloween!
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